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I. GO._,S AND OB4ECIIVE_
To _t and evaluate suitability of rna_s for use in spac_ power systems and relaw._!
space and commercial applications, and to achieve sufficient unders_ding of the mechanisms
by which the materials perform in their intended applications. Materials and proposed
applications included but were not limi_l to: Improved anodes for lithium ion batteries, highly-
nransparent arc-proof solar array coatings, and improved surface materials for solar dynamic
conr._nu'amrs and receivers. Cooperation and interchange of dam with industrial companies as
appropriam.
]I. ACCOMPLISIIMENTS vs GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Useful and informative.results were obtained on virtually all materials invescigaw..d. For
example, the stability of ITO-based arc-proof Um_.sparent coatings was greatly improved by
substimr.ion of silicon oxide for magnesium fluoride as a dopant. Research on "air-doped" ITD
films has yielded new insight into theft conduction mechanism which will help in further
development of these coatings. Some air-doped films were found to be exu'emely pressure-
sensitive. This work may lead to improved, low-cost gas sensors and vacuum gauges; it is
continuing under the succeeding Cooperative Agreement NCC3-522. Work on another
promising u'ansparent arc-proof coating (tiumium oxide) was initiated in collaboration with
industry. Graphite oxide-like materials were synthesized and tested for possible use in high-
energy-density batteries and other applications. We also started a high-priority project to find
the cause of une_ environmental damage to the exterior of the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) discovered on a ream Shuttle mission. Materials were characterized before and after
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exposure to soft x-rays and other threats in ground-based simulators. This work is continuing
under NCC3-522. It is eascntial for adequate protection of HST and other costly, long-duration
orbiting facilities.
Two technical publications were authored during the grant period (copies of cover pages
attached). Further publications will result as projects continue under NCC3-522.
m. INTERACTION WITH INDUSTRY
Several of our research projects attrat:ted attemion from commercial businesses. For
example, the work on high-resistivity arc-proof coatings has attracmd the attention of coatings
users and manufacturers, one of whom is providing us with test samples.
IVl COSTS
All work was accomplished within budget. There were no cost overturn.
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Paper 0-9
High-Transparency T_n Films wi.'th Tailorab.!e Sheet Resistivity_,
A. M. Pal, A. L Adorja_ and P._D. Hambour2e r
Cleveland State University;* Cleveland, OH (216) 687-2439
L A. Dever
NASA Lew_s Research Center; Cleveland, OH (216) 433-6294
Henry Fu
Ohio Aerospace In,_iture; Cleveland, OH (216) 433-6294
*Work at Cleveland State University supported by NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cooperative Agreements NCC3-383 and NCC3-486
40th Society of Vacuum Coatcrs Technical Conference
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